


What is Haus?

Farm-to-bottle Californian aperitifs.

Made with all-natural ingredients and 80% less sugar than 
Aperol, Haus was designed for the drinker looking for a 
low-ABV alternative to hard liquor, without the artificial 
flavors and ingredients of corporate brands.

“For the wine or cocktail lover who’s tried it all and wants 
something new and refreshing.” - New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/18/smarter-living/last-minute-gift-ideas.html


Current Product Lineup

Grapefruit Jalapeño
Light and refreshing, this aperitif is a bright 

blend of citrus with a subtle kick of fresh 
jalapeño.

Citrus Flower
A fresh Californian take on the apéritif. Made

with crisp lemon and subtle elderflower.

Pomegranate Raspberry
Bright and earthy with punchy notes of 

pomegranate, berries, and woody herbs.

Rose Rose
Rose Rose is juicy and floral with notes of 

raspberry, rose, and strawberry.



Because we’re classed as a wine, we can bypass 
traditional restrictions on spirits. We can be served in 
accounts without a liquor license. We can sell online.

Our ability to go direct-to-consumer helps us build 
awareness in wholesale markets, creating more sales 
for our wholesale partners.

We built our brand going 
direct-to-consumer.



Our approach is working.
In 2.5 years, we have sold:

$10M+ of aperitifs 

500K+ bottles sold

100K+ customers





History of Brand

2019
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2020
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2021-2022

Economics

2023+

Re-Launch
Thanks to our successful launch 

tactics and focus on customer 

experience, we spent $0 on 

marketing and grew entirely 

through word of mouth.

We made the most of a year 

where everyone was online, 

launching over 20 products 

and growing revenue 900%. 

We have improved economic 

profile of the product to make the 

business  sustainable on a go 

forward basis

Our DTC growth has allowed 

us to unlock distribution, 

and we are expanding this 

channel as quickly as 

inventory allows.



Recent Press

Other Press



How we stack up to competition:

Launched Summer 2019

Low-ABV

Low amounts of natural cane sugar

Farm-to-bottle

Available DTC + distributor

Made in California

Transparent recipe/process

Made by millennials

SRP 39.99

FOB: $20.00 (direct)

Fastest-growing drink in America

Low-ABV

7X the sugar of Haus

Artificial colors/flavors

Only available via distributor

Made overseas

No transparency

Made by a corporation

SRP 30.99

HAUS APEROL

Growing in America

Low-ABV

2X the sugar of Haus

Artificial colors/flavors

Only available via distributor

Made overseas

No transparency

Made by a corporation

SRP 26.99

LILLET



NO-ABV COCKTAIL REPLACEMENTS OPPORTUNITY HIGH-PROOF SPIRITS/COCKTAILS

There is an emerging market of “alcohol replacements” that are addressing Millennials’ and Gen-Z’s needs 
for drinking alternatives — like Ghia, Kin and Recess. Liquor is innovating, but still focused on traditional 

cocktail formats and ABV. 

We believe the biggest opportunity is in low-ABV. 



L’Orange

Move into higher frequency RTD category with Haus Spritz, helping to increase brand awareness. 

RTD - SPRITZ
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Jalapeno GrapefruitRose Rose



Caviar
(Size of US Caviar Market: 500m)

Additional extensions include; Oysters, Caviar, Nuts & Olives

Product Extensions
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Nuts & Olives
Size of Snack Nuts: 4.6bn

Size of Olives 6.5bn

Frozen Oysters Rockefeller
(Size of Frozen Snack Market: 3.4bn)



Appendices



“Haus is poised to lead the 
comeback of the apéritif.”

FORBES

“For the wine and cocktail lover 
who’s tried it all and wants 

something 
new and refreshing.”

THE NEW YORK TIMES

“You can really tell the 
difference in the ingredient 

choices.”
THRILLIST

“Cleaner, responsibly sourced, 
and lower in alcohol.”

BON APPETIT

“A stunning adventure of the 
senses, inspiring me to savor 

every last drop with intention.”
GLAMOUR

People are talking.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/njgoldston/2019/05/22/entertaining-new-start-up-haus-is-poised-to-lead-the-comeback-of-the-aperitif-culture/#6b4f1c71118a
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/18/smarter-living/last-minute-gift-ideas.html
https://www.thrillist.com/drink/nation/what-is-an-aperitif
https://www.bonappetit.com/gallery/healthyish-gift-guide-2019
https://uncrate.com/haus-citrus-flowers-aperitif/


Today’s drinkers are more focused on health, image, and career. 
When it comes to alcohol, they’re looking for natural, low-ABV 
options. 

At the same time, buying behavior is shifting and consumers are 
increasingly purchasing food and beverage online. 

The way people drink 
is changing.



Our big bet? Apéritifs.

LEGACY

Apéritifs are the original “better for you” alcohol. They are 
already a core part of international drinking culture, beloved for 
their sophistication, complexity, and lower alcohol.

OPPORTUNITY

Apéritifs hit the intersection between the next big trends in 

American drinking: premium craft spirits, low-ABV and RTD.

ACCESSIBILITY 

Apéritifs can be sold DTC in most US states if they are under 

24% alcohol and made mostly of grapes.

OUR SPECIALTY

Apéritifs are what we’re good at — we created modern, 

delicious recipes and our team hand-makes every bottle in 

Sonoma County.



Our other big bet? The 
Internet.

WE WERE THE FIRST BRAND OF OUR KIND TO 

LAUNCH DTC. THIS ALLOWED US TO:

• Bypass gatekeepers to distribution

• Meet millennials where they shop

• Pair education with our products to help ease of 

adoption

• Tap our customers to inform product 

development

• Acquire data that informs expansion

TRADITIONAL
BIG ALCOHOL

US

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER

RETAILER

DISTRIBUTOR

PRODUCER



>60% of our customers are millennials — and we know 

which neighborhoods they live in.

Nearly a third switched to healthier types of alcohol in 2021.

Flavor profile, price, natural flavors, transparency around 

ingredients, and bottle design are driving their alcohol 

purchasing decisions. 

And we aren’t just taking share from apéritifs. We’re taking 

it from wine, spirits and mixed drinks.

Findings based on direct surveys of our customers and unconverted leads.

CUSTOMER ORDERS BY ZIP CODE

We know our customer 
at a level unheard of in 
the alcohol industry.



We designed the brand with the values of 
today’s drinker.
QUALITY

We focus on clean, refreshing flavors 

made of real ingredients, without the 

additives found in our competition.

TRANSPARENCY

We share all of our ingredients and 

nutrition facts, instead of hiding our 

recipes from the customer.

AUTHENTICITY

We’re millennials who care about 

the problem we are solving. 

You can’t replicate our passion.

CONVENIENCE

Our generation is online, and the 

alcohol industry was not. 

We delivered.



WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING



“In many ways, Haus has been a 
gateway into this drink category for 

new generations.”
—



“2021 was the year that many of us 
became familiar with the apéritif, a blended 

alcoholic beverage that boasts the 
multi-layered taste of a cocktail with less 

potent intoxicating power than your average 
spirit. This is in no small part thanks to 

Haus.”
—



As we expand into 
retail, our DTC growth 
aids efficiencies in 
omnichannel.

Already seeing proof — hundreds of inbounds for wholesale across 

the country.

We’ve built national awareness ourselves — takes the burden off 

distributors and retailers.

Granular location targeting — we can focus on neighborhoods 

while traditional alcohol focuses on states.

Direct line to our buyer — we can find out where they shop simply 

by asking.

AWARENESS DRIVES DTC

RETAIL DRIVES AWARENESS

DTC DRIVES RETAIL



New Products

RTD Spritzes Caviar Olives



What is Haus?

Haus is a line of aperitifs designed for modern drinkers looking 

for sessionable, high quality, better-for-you alcohol options.

Haus aperitifs are made with real fruits, herbs and botanicals, 

and created with authenticity and transparency. 

Our products have been ordered online by hundreds of 

thousands of drinkers across America, and have received love 

from publications like Vogue, GQ, The New York Times, and 

Glamour.



SUPPORT@DRINK.HAUS

THANK YOU!

WWW.DRINK.HAUS @DRINKHAUS


